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Health & Safety
Always take care when installing rapid drip formers. Wear gloves to
protect you from sharp edges and safety goggles when cutting or fixing
the product.
Rapid drip can be cut using a hacksaw or angle grinder and appropriate
cutting disk. Always use the appropriate protective equipment.
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3 Easy steps to fit Rapid
Drip Former:-

Step 1
Lay 1st layer of felt trimming felt at
the edge of the drip batten. Allow
the felt to be turned over the
facing edge of the drip batten.

Rapid Drip Former™ is a unique and innovative method
of providing a straight clean drip edge to a flat roof.
Pre-formed sections enhance the speed of installation
and consistency of the finished detail.
Simply fixed with nails or screws through pre-drilled holes,
eliminating the need to heat bond with a naked flame so
the risk of scorching the facia board is removed. Rapid
Drip Former™ offers a fast, economic traditionally finished
drip edge.

Step 2
Fig.1
Cutting product
for a corner

Simply fix the Rapid Drip Formers
to the decking using 20mm
galvanised fixings through the
pre-holed edge leaving a 3mm
expansion gap between the end
of each drip. Rapid Drip Formers
will slot together on either end to
provide a neat finish to the front
edge. Cut Rapid Drip to length as
required using a angle grinder.
Always over lap the end of the cut
drip with a whole drip to form a
neat finish.

Step 3
Rapid Drip Formers can simply be
cut and bent around corners as
necessary (see Fig.1 above). Lay
2nd and 3rd layers of felt cutting
the felt off neatly at the preformed upstand of the Rapid Drip
Former. Using a straight edge is
recommended.

Advantages of using rapid drip former:I Very fast to install.
I Huge labour saving costs.
I Consistent straight neat drips.
I Can be fitted in poor weather conditions.
I No more hardboard strips required
I Suitable for new and existing roofs
I Highly durable
I Provides a economical traditional looking drip
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